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FOREWORD
The final report contained herein describes an engineering model of
a novel antenna technique which is particularly well suited for use in
space borne vehicles. The antenna system consists of a lZ-element
planar multiple-beam array and a 4 x 16-element muir/pie-beam circular
array. Solid state switching is used in both arrays to reduce the outputs
to a single terminal.
The planar array is of the multiple-beam variety and has twelve
beam output positions; one for each element. These beams totally cover
an included cone angle of approximately 90 degrees. This coverage sector
is center_'_ symmetrically about the axis normal to the array. The nlanar
array is unique in that the individual spiral radiator elements are arranged
to form three-element building blocks rather than the four-element building
blocks used in more conventional multiple-beam systems. Solid state
switches, capable of handling 20 watts of average power, are utilized to
reduce the twelve beam outputs to a common input/output terminal.
The cylindrical array portion of the system consists of four tiers of
sixteen spiral cavity radiators uniformly disposed about the periphery of
the cylinder. These antenna outputs are processed by a unique translation
matrix. The outputs of the translation or mode forming network are, in turn,
processed by a multiple-beam matrix. This arrangement allows the simul-
taneous generation of sixteen multiple-beams, with the beam dispositions
-1-
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Pour banks of these sixteen beams are formed;
!
!
one for each of four elevation sta_ons. The total elevation coverage is
approximately 90 degrees. Solid state switches are provided for selection
of the desired elevation bank and also to reduce the sixteen beams from
!
any elevation bank to a single output terminal.
The final report discusses the theory of operation and the data ob-
_alned for the above described system. The report also contains a descrlp-
!
!
zion of the solid state switch driver and a description of a beam interposlzion
technlq.ae utilized to avoid gain loss at the beam crossover points. A de-
zaiied block diagram of the system and the necessary schematics are also
| included as part of the basic report.
!
!
!
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i. 0 INTRODUCTION
The technical content of this final report has been prepared under
the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Greenbelt, Maryland, through the medium of a contract numbered NAS 5-
The objective of the program was to design, fabricate, and deliver to the
Goddard Space Flight Center, a completely integrated antenna system with
automatic beam con_ol.
The developed antenna system consists of a twelve-element planar
multiple-beam array and a 4 x 16-element multiple-beam circular array.
Solid state switching networks are used in both arrays to reduce the multiple-
beam ports to a single r-f terminal.
The planar array is of the multiple-beam class and generates tweive
simu!Zaneous beams; one for each element. These beams totally cover a 90
degree conical sector of space. This coverage sector is centered about the
axas normal to the array surface. The planar array is unique in that the indl-
vlduai spiral radiator elements are arranged to form three-element building
blocks rather than the four-element building blocks used in more conven:ional
muitipie-heam systems. Solid state switches, capable of handling 20 watts
of average power, are utilized to reduce the twelve beam outputs to a common
Input/output terminal.
The cylindrical array consists of four tiers of sixteen spiral cavity
radiators each. The radiators in each tier are uniformly disposed about zne
-3-
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periphery of the cylinder. These antenna outputs are processed by a mode
form;ng matrix. The terminals of the mode forming network are processed,
through s;x_een SP4T soi_d state switches, by a multiple-beam network.
The sixteen outputs of this network represent sixteen simultaneous beams
which lie in one of four elevation stations and which are uniformly disposed
in azimuth. The SP4T swltches allow selection of the desired elevauon
sector. The total elevation coverage is approximately 90 degrees. So,id
state switches are provided to reduce the sixteen beam terminals from any
eievation bank to a single r-f terminal.
The antenna system is designed to operate at frequencies of i700 and
2270 inc. tt provides circularly polarized, high gain coverage over ail space:
with the exception of a 90 degree cone of silence. This 90 degree cone of
silence would not occur if two opposed planar arrays were utilized in place
cf the present single planar array. However, the addition of a second planar
array does not add to knowledge of the system's performance or capabii_ty
and hence it was deleted.
The solid state switching components are capable of handling Z0 watts
of average r-f power at a frequency of 1700 inc. The peak power rating on
these components is I. 2 kw. The insertion loss of the individual SPDT
solid state switches is 0.4 db with a minimum isolation requirement of 20 a3.
The requirements of the SP16T and SPlZT switches, needed for the c?hndrlcai
and circular arrays, respectively, are identical except for an increase _.n the
insertion loss to a total value of 1.6 db.
-4-
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The program was divided into t,hree phases. The first phase pro-
vided for a study of the proposed antenna system. Its objective was to
define the performance of the components and networks which, when inte-
grated, would form the system. The study was also to be utilized to predict
the system's performance and to define the impact of component tolerances
on the system performance. A component design effort was conducted con-
currently with this study effort. The objective, in this "_ * --l,,s_an,.e, was to
design, test, and evaluate all of the critical strip transmission line compo-
nents needed for the networks and to generate the necessary negatives for
forming the major networks.
Phase II of the program required that the necessary networks be de-
veloped for the planar and cylindrical arrays. The beam switching networks
were also designed, developed, and evaluated during this phase. This phase
was adaxtionaiiy used to /aorxcate the antenna elements.
Phase !iI of the program was devoted to system integration and test-
it was during this last phase that all final data were obtained and evai-
The technical content of this final report is divided into three major
subsections. Section 2.0, entitled "General Discussion", defines the system
block diagram and the general characteristics of the system. Section 3.0, en-
titled "Antenna System Design", describes the theory and design of the compo-
nents and major subcomponents which, en toto, form the entire assembly.
-5-
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Section 3.0 also contains a description of the mechanical packaging of the
antenna system and the necessary schematics. Section 4.0, entitled
"System Performance", contains the test data obtained with the assembly.
This section is also used to analyze the data in light of the predicted per-
formance and to define the possible sources of deviation between the pre-
dicted and obtained values. Section 5. O, entitled "Recommendations and
Conclusions", summa_lzes the system performance and outlines those areas
where system improvements may be realized in future models.
-6-
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Z. 0 GENERAL DISCUSSION
_he objective of this section of the report is to describe the general
characterlstlcs of the _eveloped art_n;_a system. Attention will also be di-
rected to the definition of the artier.ha system block diagram.
A photograph of the developed antenna system is shown as Figure 1.
The 12-element planar array and the 4 x 16-element cylindrical array are
easily recognizable in the photograph. The spacial distribution of the simul-
taneous multiple-beams aclnieved with each of these two arrays is _llustrated
in the sketch of Fiaure Z along with the coordinate system which will be used
as a reference throughout this report. Examination of Figure Z(b) will indicate
that a total of twelve beams are generated by the planar array. The beams
from tMs array ;:over an approximate 90 degree conical sector of space, cen-
tered symmetrically about the zenith axis (8 = 0). The cylindrical array gener-
ates a zotai of 64 beams. /'nese o4 beams are divided into four separate eie-
ration tiers of 16 beams each. The four elevation beams, at any given azimuth
station, cover an elevation sector of approximately 90 degrees. This elevation
sector is more or !ess centered about the horizon reference plane (0 = 900). The
16 beams in each elevation tier provide coverage over a 360 degree azimuth
sector. Note that the lower 90 degree conical sector is missing. An additional
1Z-element planar array, opposed In its orientation to the existing it-element
array, would be required to fill the cone of silence in the downward (8 = 180 °)
direction.
-7-
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Figure 1.
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The planar-cylindrical multiple-beam antenna system.
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The beams generated by the planar array have a nominal beamwidth
of approximately 24 degrees and are approximately circular in cross-section.
The simultaneous multiple beams generated by the cylindrical array have a
nominal azimuth beamwidth of 20 degrees with a nominal elevation beamwidth
of approximately 24 degrees.
A block diagram of the complete multiple-beam antenna system is
shown in the sketch of Figure 3. This functional block diagram is divided
into two parts, with the oriy common linkage being the switch control net-
I
I
work. This network drives the solid state switches.
The twelve-element array consists of twelve spiral cavity antennas,
qeometricailv arranged In the manner shown in Figtue 1 .....................s_e_e
I
1
form an array of the multlple-beam class. This array utilizes a three-element
bui!di_q block rather than the four-element building block of conventional
-_,,;,_,_1=-k,=_ _'w,'_-_ The adv_;_tage of +_-_
....... _ ................... _,,_s technique ".s that it allows
i
I
better beam "packing" in space (i.e., the beam crossover levels, common to
any three elements, are higher than the beam crossover levels common to any
fo',_r elements in a conventional multiple-beam array). The technique has the
I
1
I
t
I
I
furtb_er advantage of allowing the array geometry to approach a circular config-
uration, thereby achieving sidelobes which are lower than the r_ctangularly
configured or square configured multiple-beam uniformly excited arrays.
The planar array antenna terminals are connected to a twelve-port
multiple-beam matrix. This matrix excites all elements in phase for any given
-10-
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_nput port, however, t_.e phase distribution is controlled from port to port
to achieve s_muttaneous beams which are more or less uniformly distributed
over a 90 degree conical sector in space. The outputs of the twelve-port
matrix are routed into a SP12T solid state switching network. This switch-
ing network is capable of handling 20 watts of average power and 1.2 kw
of peak power. _'_ " " _'"_÷_'_._i,e output o_ the ., ,. network ,.o,,s_u_es"" ÷" ÷ the o_tp_,,_,*
of the planar array system. The solid state switches are controlled, at
nanosecond rates, by a remote sw_tch control network.
The cyiindrlcal array consists of 64 spiral cavity elements having
square rao_ating su_aces. The orientation of these elements on the surface
of the cyi:nder is best described by reference to the photograph of Figure i.
The a_angement consists of sixt._een vertical rows of four elements each.
Each of these ve_icai rows of four eiemen_s is connected to an individual
four-port muhiple-beam matrix. These individual multiple-beam matrices
excite the four : _ _ :'_e,e,,,e,,_s _,, a given ve_ical bank to generate four beams,
displaced in elevation, and lying at a common azimuth station. These beams
are arranged to cover a 90 degree elevation sector which is more or less
symmetric about the horizon reference. The outputs of the four simultaneously
generated beams in each elevation bank are reduced to a single terminal by a
SP4T solid state switching network. This switching network is a low power
device and is controlled by the switch control unit.
The outputs of the SP4T switch networks are connected to a sixteen-
-12-
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port mode forming man-lx. This matrlx develops an equivalence between
the outp,_ts of the cyl_nc:icai ariay and those obtainable :_,_,, a _,,_.'_....
array. Each input po._ excites ali elements w:th equal ampii?ade but
the phase excitation va_es from port to port. The result is a series of
pseudo omnldkectlonai motes each having different phase progressions.
The mathematlca= form of these modes, in their pure sense, is identical
to the mathemat;cai Io_m of a s=ngie element of a i6-etement array. _z,,e
only significant distinction is the '_:_ - _Q, e,e,.ce between the arguments. In
the hnear array the --- ..... *Q._. ,en_ Is a f_nction of the wavelength, spacing,
and the azimuth angle. .in the cylindrical array the argument is a function
" " •..... :.... - '=. -- :- -_- _--_+_y _.f fm_m which _1_,._w_ the _-Oi OAIy tr_£t ,a,-,n:,u_,, _A_I_. _t is ::==:. :_:= =:=-- _ ..... -.............
puts of the mode forming matrix to be treated in the same manner as the
!F,.pdtS Oi a i.:lear _l_.+.y, _. ,,s_ :],_:,,_._gt_iTi<:r;t,..,:....tLe cvl:_:_.......... :=..=.,-_'-is
not a funct:on of waveiengtn, _t follows * _ "_na_ ._tsbeamwidths should be
constant with f=eq_ency anQ that the crossovers between these beam should
likewise remain at a near constant value.
The outputs of the mode forming matrix are processed by a sixteen-
port multiple-beam matrix, it is this matrix which combines the translated
mode outputs to form sixteen simultaneous beams disposed evenly over 360
cegrees ef azimuth angle. These beams may be formed at any of four eleva-
tion stations, with the elevation selection being made by the tandem operated
SP4T switches discussed above. The outputs of the sixteen-port matrix are
-13-
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reduced to one terminal by means of a SP16T solid state switch. This
switch is driven, at nanosecond rates, by the same switch control net-
work which drives tie o_,_"_-_ aITa:._, The SPI 6T switch is also capable
of handling Z0 watts of average po_Jer with a peak power capacity in
excess of i. Z kw.
In addition to the design of the above described system, an in-
diviGual four-element array was developed and tested. This a_ay re-
semb_ies, in its physical appearance, the vertical banks used in the
c_ilndricai array, it also is connected to a four-port multiple-beam net-
work and a SP4T switch. However, there is one distinct difference:
A "one-shot" digital phase shifter is Utilized. The phase shifters are
so arranged that, when excited, they cause the multiple-beam positions
to be reoriented. The reoriented beam positions have maxima where the
oric_!nal bea _ -_. _ ...... existed. "
_ .,. _,o_o_e_ The purpose of i-"',,_es_,_a_,__ +_ *'_nis
_ec,,,,_q_e is to demonstrate that _* is possible to interposition the beam
maxima to avoid the gain loss normally encountered at the crossover
positions.
The next section of the report will detail the design of the array
and the four-element network with beam interpositiontng.
........... ._-_
]
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5.0 ANTENNA SYSTEM DESIGN
3. 1 General
RSfC_ _
This section of the report will describe the detailed design of
the antenna system. Attention will first be directed to the cylindrical
array, its theory of operation, and the detailed design considerations
which were implemented to achieve the final antenna model. The planar
array will be discussed in Section 3.3 The theory of operation for the
planar array will be discussed along with the detailed design consider-
ations. Section 3.4 will describe the switch control network which is
utilized to activate the solid state switches that guide the beams in
space. Section 3.5 will discuss the packaging of the antenna. Section
3.6 will describe the design of the four-element array which has the
•w.,_-_ ""+,,,,_be _"_+=;_d ,.._- tMs section of *_..._ report. They wz!!' be described.
in detail, in Section 4. O.
3. Z Cylindrical Array
The block diagram of the cylindrical array was discussed in Sec-
tion 2.0 and described in Figure 3. The intent of this section of the report
is to describe the theory of operation of the array, its detailed design, and
the design of the components which were required to implement the cylin-
drical array. Data will be presented for all of the individual components.
However, no data will be described relating to the performance of the overall
-15-
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antenna system.
in Section 4.0.
3.2..i
The system performance characteristics are contained
Theory of Operation
The circular array was originally developed under an Air Force
contract for the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory of Bedford,
Massachusetts. This effort defined the theoretical considerations nec-
essary for the implementation of a cylindrical array which could provide
high gain coverage over 360 degrees of azimuth angle. Several expel-
.imental models were developed to demonstrate the practicality of the
system approach. A great deal of technical literature, describing the
cylindrical array concept, was generated under the above referenced
program effort. It is not the intent of this report to totally document the
comoiete theory of operation of the circular array. The interested reader
is referred to references 1 through 3 of the bibliograpMes for more com-
plete detail. However, it is felt that an abridged description of the
theory of operation is in order. This abridged theory of operation is
contained in the following paragraphs. It will be followed in Section
3.2.7_ by the detailed design description of the specific array developed
for the present program.
The geometry of the cylindrical array has always been appeal-
ing to system designers because of its ability to provide 360 degrees of
coverage. A technique will be discussed which allows a cylindrical array
-16-
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to provide high resolution coverage over 360 degrees of azimuth angle.
V_nen used as a scanning array, a beam may be swept through 360 de-
grees by using any of the numerous techniques available for scanning
a linear array. When used to provide multiple beams, an array of N
elements is excited by N isolated inputs. Each input corresponds to a
beam in a selected direction; all of the N beams being disposed uni-
formly over 360 degrees of azimuth angle. In both the instance of the
scanning array and the multiple-beam array, the resolution achieved
ls comparable to that available from a planar aperture of the same
height and with a length equal to that of the cylinder diameter.
In a conventional linear array, each element is controlled in
amplitude and phase to achieve a given result. In the cylindrical array,
the outputs of _ch _lement of an array, having N elements, are processed
_"_ a network .._ ...._, ,,_r_g ..AT...__,p_tS_. . Each input excites all of the N array ele-
ments with equal amplitudes, but with differing phase excitations. _"q_ese
phase excitations are progressive. The increments of phase progression
increase from one processing port to the next. The resulting far-field
patterns for each of these modes are nearly omnidirectional for the in-
stance where the phase progression between the elements is not large.
As the Interelement phase progression increases with increasing mode
number, the omnidirectivity of the mode deteriorates. When the highest
order mode is used, the phase progression between elements is 180 degrees.
-17-
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This type of phase excitation generates an N-lobed amplitude pattern
""_-_" because of _*s _ ..................,,,_,_. ..... ecia! _._*_,_,_, _ only _P{_11 fur multiple-beam
applications. The far-field phase pattern of the remaining modes is not
uniform with azimuth angle but will vary from zero to +_(N -2)_/2 degrees
(where _' is the azimuth angle), depending on which input port is excited.
The mathematical form of the pseudo omnidirectional patterns, generated
by these remaining (N-l) input ports, differs from the mathematical form
of the lnai_._dual elements of a linear array only in the definition of the
- argument. Since the patterns generated by the inputs of the circular array
processing network are of the same form as those used for a linear anay,
_+ <_.t_.-,,.,= ,_t _*:_-..z m_, {_ .*_:rn hp nrocessed by any of the m,zriad tech-
niques used to process a linear array.
_,, both cases, in due linear array, the =,= ....... _. terms .__. ......
tribution of a single radiator in the array. In the cylindrical array_ the
eq_aivalent elemental terms each represent the equiamplitude progressive
phase excitation of all N elements. The distinction between the cyhndri-
cal array terms, or modes, is simply the incremental phase difference be-
tween each of the N elements.
Figure 4 is a sketch depicting N radiating elements arranged to
form a ring in the horizon plane. Zae spacial orientation of the array, an¢
the physical array parameters denoted in this figure, will be used throughout
-18-
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Figure 4. Basic geometry and coordinate system of the cylindrical
array.
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the remainder of the discussion. The radiation patterns realizable from
,_nis type of array may be represent_ in complex. Fou._ier fo.nm as
! E(J_) = Ao(_] + A I (_) ejj$+ A 2 (_f)eJZ_---AN(_) ejNj$, (i)
! or more simply in the summation form,
!
|
n=N-1
E(_ = _ An e jn_. (2)
n=0
!
!
In earlier applications, most investigators were only interested in
exciting the Ao term to achieve an equiphase, equiamplitude di_tribution of
radiated energy in the Z plane. The imperfections in these patterns, both in
!
!
phase and amplitud_ were generally minimized. These imperfections, repre-
_e.,.. z, thereby _-_+_-_ *;" _ '-_-_^ ....•..,,....,_.,,erange o: e_u=n_..=s ov_ WhiCh a glve_] ,_ax-
!
|
imum level of imperfection could be achieved. Later efforts were concerned
with the generation of single-lobed patterns. These patterns were indirectly
realized by the judicious control of the coefficients An . It should be noted,
!
!
however, that the design procedure was not generally synthesized directly
from the Fourier series of equation (1). Early beam-forming methods modified
the element phases with line length devices to form a plane wave front and
!
|
then the element excitation was varied to achieve a given beam shape. None-
theless, it can be shown that equivalent results could have been achieved by
controlling the amplitude coefficients of equation (1).
!
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The idea of synthesizing any beam from a circular array that could
be synthesized from a linear array first germinated when the similarity of
their basic format was recognized. The general expression for a linear ar-
ray of N elements may be written directly as
where:
n=N-1
E' (_) = X An ejnu (3)
n=0
z' (_1
N
An
"d
k
S
: the array factor of an array of N linear elements,
= the number of elements,
= the n th amplitude excitation coefficient,
= k S cos _,
= Z_,/k,
= element spacing..
If the comparison between (1) and (3) is limited to one plane, it be-
comes apparent that the only significant distinction between the two equations
is the form of the argument, in the instance of the ring array, the argument is
simply Z, the azimuth angle. However. in the case of the linear array, the
argument is u( =k S cosj_. Except for limits then, it follows that the same de-
gree of freedom exists in both cases for synthesizing patterns. The basic
problem heretofore with the cylindrical array has been the absence of a tech-
nique which would allow separable excitation of the individual terms of equa-
tion (1). In the linear array this separable excitation is a simple matter since
each term represents the contribution of a single element. In the circular array,
the complex spacial arrangement does not allow the individual elements to rep-
resent the individual terms of equation (1). However, if a method were generated
-21-
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for separately and independently exciting each of the terms of (1), it
would follow that the problem of synthesizing beams from a cylindrical
array would be no more difficult than synthesizing beams from a linear
array.
/_Si !
It will be shown later that the individual terms, or expressions
of equation (1), may be separably excited. However, in the general case,
no term can be excited without some content of the remaining terms exist-
ing. To examine the degree of imperfection in any given mode, it is nec-
.essary to theoretically analyze the phase and amplitude characteristics
of a given mode.
The Fourier synthesis of patterns from circular arrays has been
the object of considerable study during the course of the last few years.
A synthesis technique utilized by Taylor 4) traced the steps from the re-
quired pattern to the element coefficients, and an intermediate expression
for the pattern involving a complex Fourier series was formulated. Al-
though Taylor did not directly state that there was a limit on the allow-
able phase progression, he did indicate that the array size very sharply
limits the highest order term that can be realized in the Fourier series.
The result is that the progressive phase excitation radiates the desired
terms predominantly with higher order terms entering as unwanted pe_ur-
bations. The magnitude of these perturbations can be evaluated by the
method of TaShing 5) for in-phase arrays. VVhen this expression is mod-
ified to take into account the progressive phase of the excitation, the
-22-
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following equation is obtained for the pth term:
r"
(30
Ep(0,_)-- x _ z
I n= o
k._
dz n J (4)
+ N _' Anj (p-n-Nx) d n
dz n (p-Nx
x=-ooLn=o
where: Ep (]_, %) is :be relative pattern of the pth mode,
jp is a bessel _ *• uncL_on of order p,
Z 9 _
= (-_,/\_ sin _
= number of elements,
is an integer.
N
n
element pattern, which has been integrated into the above expression, is
exnressea as a Fourier s(_'_ of .:he fo_.;._:,
n: +oo
1_: -_
where the amplitude coefficient A n is a function of elevation angle.
The first bracketed expression of eq-4ation (4) is the desired far-
field characteristic. The second part of the equation represents the un-
wanted residuals which cause undesired amplitude and phase distortion
of the desired mode. The first section has an amplitude which ;s inaependent
of azimuth angle, and has a phase characteristic which increases linearly
-23-
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with increasing azimuth angles. A significant factor is the relative
phase of the expres _ _ .... ._ o _ .... _ m-_S. ,,, as a p, the "_'_= ... er .... e j
term is raised to the (p-n) power, so that for any two given modes,
a fixed-phase differential will occur. Thus, in order to correlate the
modes properly, a fixed-phase correction will have to be inserted in
each port. The magnitude of this fixed-phase difference will be a
function of the element patterns and spacings. If the element patterns •
remain reasonably constant with frequency, the fixed-phase shift will,
in turn, vary little with frequency; thereby allowing for the possibility
of broadband operation.
which corresponds to a 180 degree phase shift from element to element.
also exciting a complimentary _es.aua_ of _-
two terms is equal to cos(NJ_//)(ignoring higher order residuals), indi-
cating that the far-field pattern has nulls and maxima equal in number
to the value of N. Another factor of interest is that the pattern mode
with the next highest residual content is E' [.((N/Z) _.i)]_ which has an
associated perturbation of order -(N/Z + i). It is here that the cutoff
effect can be seen in terms of the Bessel function of argument z. With
an increase in the order of p, [p (z) increases and, since Bessel functions
decay rapidly for values of the argument less than the order, z must have
-2-4-
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a larger value to avoid cutoff. It is also easy to see why the Eo(H _)
pattern _in-pnase array) has "I-............ _: .... : -'_*"
I
I
I
I
first residual term has the highest order -. N.
The mode characteristics, as represented by equation (4),
have been tabulated on an IBM 7090 computer for arrays of 8, i6, 32.,
J
and 48 elements. These mode characteristics were tabulated for theo-
retical element patterns of the form
_(_') _- cos r (_), _,
I
!
where r was made to range from 0 to 16. Computed data have also been
tabulated for experimentally measured element patterns in the instance of
I
I
ment spacing range from 0.25 to 0.75k has been investigated. These
references 1 through 3. Tlne computed data of Figure 5 is exemplazy of
I
I
the curves obtained from the expression of equation (4). The curves rep-
resent the tabulated data for the instance where r = 16 and where N, the
number of elements, is also equal to 16. The graph of Figure 5(a) repre-
I•
I
I
I
sents the minimum-to-maximum voltage ratio (p) in the azimuth plane as
a function of mode number. The curve of Figure 5(b) represents the phase
deviation from the desired phase progression as a function of mode number.
The mode number is of the form 0m or m0, where m represents the number
of 2_ phase progressions about the array periphery. In the former instance,
I
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Figure 5. Mode purity in terms of amplitude a) and phase deviation b)
for an element pattern o£ the form cos16_ '.
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the notation indicates that the progression is clockwise, as viewed from
the top of the array; in the latter "nstance, the notation indicates that the
phase progression is counter-ciockwlse. It should be noted that, while
the curves of Figure 5 are shown as continuum, in actual fact they are only
valid for integral values of p. Generally, all of the data computed from
equation (4) has the same format as that of Figure 2, differing only in de-
tail. In all instances, the amplitude and phase deviations increase with
increa sing mode number, increasing element spacing, and increasing eie-
ment beamwidth.
A typical set of voltage amplitude patterns is plotted in Figure 6
Is equal to 0. Sk. The plot Is shown over the range from_'= 0 to_'= 1.6
iodic over increments of -/8 radians.
The definition of the individual mode patterns represents an in-
termediate step for the computation of the eventual far-field patterns which
will be formed by judiciously combining the modes. Vq'nile the data of Fig-
ures 5 and 6, and the expression from which the data were evolved is rigor-
ous, it does not allow for simple programming even by computer processing
standards. Since the rigorous expression represents an unwarranted amount
of programming, it is desirable to seek an expression which would approxi-
mate the computed mode patterns, but which would be more amenable to
-27-
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simple programming.
then be summed for eventual synthesis by further processing networks.
The general expression for this approximation could
This
expression may be written as:
E_, p)=_eJ6P _eJJ_P + kpeJ
L.
[_c, _/t_i)+ _/I_ E_÷_]-_- C_J
where: 6p
Yp
kp
is the base reference phase for each mode,
is the phase parameter which defines the position of
the first amplitude minimum relative to element number
1 (n= 1),
is the amplitude of the perturbing higher order mode.
The value of kp may be defined or derived from the simple relationship:
kp = Cl -p)/Cl + p), (8)
where p is the ordinate of Figure 5. The position of the flrsz pattern minima
for each mode, reiazive zo eiemenz number i, may b_ _ak_n directly ._om th_
earlier described computed data. The use of this latter parameter now insures
that thc amplitude deviations are not only corrects but are also properly or_enLed.
In reference 3, a number of test cases, utilizing an expression simllar to equa-
tion (7),were analyzed. In all instances the deviations between the patterns
predicted by the computer, using the approximate expression, agreed within
I. 5 percent of the data obtained using the rigorous expression of equation ' '.
The approximating expression of equation (7) may now be utilized to
examine the mode outputs and compare them with the output of a single element
in a conventional linear array. If the value of p in expression (8) approaches O,
then the equation simplifies to:
-Zg-
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|
|
This expression is reasonably valid for the lower order mode numbers and
!
!
!
|
for close element spacings. The s_riklng resemblance between the mode
pattern of equation (9) and the element contributions in a linear array may
be observed by comparison with equation (3). A comparison of equation (3)
and equation (9) will indicate that the only significant difference between
the two, outside of the element factor, is the argument. In the instance of
the circ-alararray, the argument contains only the parameter _. In [he in-
!
!
stance of the linear array, the argument Lnvolves the element spacing and
sin _. Hence, while the circular array expression is not a function of
_requency, the hnear array _erm is.
In actual fact, of course, the cylindrical array term is not fre-
!
!
quency insensitive. The _andamentai, a!%hough it does not contain a fre-
quency component, has a perturbing higher-order mode which increases In
magnitude with increasing frequency. The question now arises as to the
!
!
effect of the perturbing term, particularly for the higher-order modes. The
number of elements, or equivalent elements, for the circular array could be
viewed as being equal to twice the number of the mode terminals. Half of
the outputs would consist of the fundamental terms, and the remaining half
would consist of the hlgher-order terms. However, these higher-order terms
are inseparable from the fundamental terms, and whatever excitation applies
!
! -30-
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to the fundamental of a given mode wilt also apply to the higher-order
term. Fo_unately, these higher-order _enT, s for most of the modes are
highly attenuated and rather rancon,, _r. phase and ampiizude. Experience
with the synthesis of modes conzaimng perzurbing terms has proved that
the higher-order terms tend zo average, having only a secondary effect
on the characteristics of the synthesized beam. The general effect is
to slightly distort the main beam with a general improvement in the ex-
pected sidelobe level. For example, in reference 3, a synthesis program
was established which combined the mode terminals with a Tchebysheff
distribution for -25 db sidelobe levels. The performance of the array was
theoretically examined over a 50 percent bandwidth. Iz was found that the
sidelobes were less than -26 db, but that the beam tended to have shoulders
which caused a variation in the beamwidth.
Some method of exciting all the terms of equation (i) separately
and simultaneously is fundamental to the concept of the cylindrical array.
The feeding network must excite all of the array elements -with ecfaal ampil-
rude for all N input ports. However, the phase progression must vary from
one input to another. An N port multiple-beam matrix has this capability.
6,7,8,9)
The manner in which this matrix functions has been described in the literature
and hence will not be repeated here.
Figure 7 contains the generalized block diagrams for a scanning cy-
lindrical array and for a multlple-beam cylindrical array. In both instances,
-31-
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I Figure 7(a). Generalized block diagram of an antenna system with a scantingazimuth beam.
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Figure 7(b).
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Generalized block diagram of an N element multiple-beam circular
array.
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the radiating structure is a ring of N elements of arbitrary elevation con-
figuration. The outputs of these N element a_ays are processed by an N
input - N output matrix. It is these outputs which have the format that is
closely related to the format of the expression for a single element in a
linear array. The mathematical expression for each of these outputs is
given rigorously by equation (4) or by the approximate expression of equa-
tion (8). The base phasors are necessary to adjust all outputs to the same
phase reference. This base phase correction may be derived from the rig-
orous expression of equation (4).
When the cylindrical array technique is utilized to form a scanning
beam, a conventional matched power divider may be utilized, with in-line
phase shifters providing the needed scan parameter. The amplitude coefficients
_+_ _ to s_,nthesize any desired pattern,for each of the mode inputs may be co .... o.led
by simply controlling the power distribution at the output of the combiner. Note
that in the instance of the scanning array, the last term, which generates the
N-lobed mode pattern, is not used.
The block diagram of the multiple-beam cylindrical array is similar to
that of the scanning array, except that the combiner and the scan control phase
shifters have been replaced by a multiple-beam matrix of the same format as the
mode-forming matrix. In this latter instance, the last mode can be utilized if
the beams are made to lie in the directions of the elements. The outputs of the
multiple-beam matrix are equal in number to the number of elements in the array.
-33-
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The multiple-beam technique generates sidelobes which are theoreutcally
13 db below the main beam amp!izudes. /h_.plitude tapering techniques
presently used in linear arrays for modifying the multiple-beam uniform
distribution, can be applied directly to the cylindrical array I).
The analysis of the cylindrical array is somewhat unusual in that
it does not utilize the conventional approach of computing the far-field
pattern from the specific element excitations and the geometry of the array
configuration. The described technique ut_izes the concept of omnidxec-
zional modes which have the same mathematical format as the contributions
of single elements in a conventional linear array. It is then presumed zhaz
since the mathematical formats are identical, the types of processing used
in each instance would also be identical. This mathematical correlation,
although not conventional, is par_cularly ,.o,,_.....e,_e_....._+in the instance of the
cylindrical array. For example, the derivation of the far-field patterns_ and
the definition of the excitation coefficients _om which these patterns are de-
rived, would be mathematically complex and quite tedious, particularly where
multiple-beam systems are being considered.
The cylindrical array technique results in element excitations which,
if treated in a conventional manner, would yield the same far-field results.
Figure 8 aptly illustrates that this is indeed the case. in the instance shown,
the exci.,tions are derived for two types of element patterns: one which is omni-
directional and the other which is a cardioid. In both instances, the far-field
-34-
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pattern could be computed in the r.or_al _:anr:er to achieve the same far-
field results as is achieved with t:u az-J-.e analysis. The character of
the excitation coefficients zs :T.,_rLedl" affected bLz the element pattern.
In the case of an omnidirect.o::a', el, r.ent pattern, the power appearing
at the element terminals is equall7 stror,<_ _n the direction of the beam
pointing and in the reverse direction. For the case where a cardioid pat-
tern is assumed, the energy appears at the element terminal in the direc-
with very little appearing in the reverse direc-tion of the beam pointing,
zion.
specific 4 x
for the program.
The next section of the report will treat the detailed design of the
l o-eie,,_ent multiple-beam system which was developed
The precedznc _-_-_:_ _ ' :_"....._=.... aD.. have described the aenera! aes_._n ,_,_--_**_e,_.a
and the theory of operation for the cylindrical array concept. The purpose
of this section is to apply these concepts to t_he specific design of the
4 x 16-element array.
The first phase in the program was to measure the element patterns
of the spiral cavity radiator at frequencies of 1700 and 2270 mc, for both
horizontal and vertical polarizations. The results obtained will be discussed
later in Section 3.2.3. i. The observed experimental patterns were then re-
duced to elemental Fourier form, The approximating Fourier expressions
-36-
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for the experimental patterns are listed below,
Case I: Frequency 2.2.-. kmc, polarization E_ (or horizontal)
E(Z") = 0.356 + O. 468 cos if' + O. i37 cos 2 9'; (10)
+ O. 042 cos 3_'
Case If: Frequency 2.27 kmc, polarization E8 (or vertical)
LUa) -- 0.320 + 0.459 cosZ'_ + 0, i91 cos 2,_; (il)
+ 0.034 cos 3_:
Case iii:
_,equency I 7 kmc, poiarlzation _w
E(_") : 0.399 + 0,428 cos_' + O. 12-9 cos 2J_'
+ 0.058 cos 3_' -0. 013 cos 4_:
t!_-)
Case IV: Frequency i. 7 kmc, polarization E8
F_"_'_ = _ :_g] + i 4S_ c:os j._' 4- (}. ]_4 cos g."d _}:-;)
+ O. 012 cos 3;]'" + O. 019 cos 4_' -0. 02-9 cos 59"'
where E(_:) = element voltage paztern relative to element ax.ts.
The correlation between the above synthesized expressions and the
observed experimental data were excellent. Examination of the above ex-
pressions will indicate that for some functions it was necessary to util-
ize more terms than for others. The number of terms required was simply
determined by increasing the number of terms until the desired degree of
correlation was obtained. The above functions were next utilized in the
-37-
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formula of equation (4) to compute the mode pattern characteristics. Cases
I and I! above were =._=_'-:......,.,_._: for =..-_e:r.ent pattern spacings of O. 6 and O. 7k.
Cases ill and IV were examined for element spacings of 3.4 and O. 5k. These
element spacings were reasonably consistent with the spacing allowed by
the geometry of the spiral cavity element and by the specified range of fre-
quencies The _,+" -. so.. lo,, to equation (4) for each of the four cases cited and
for the elemen: spacings investigated, were obtained by using an iBM 7094
computer. The mode omnidirect_wties, for each of theinvestigatea cases,
are plotted in Figures 9 through 12. Examination of the computed daza v::it
indicate that the mode omnidirectivity decreases more rapidly as the spacing
is increased and as the beam resolution decreases. Computed data Wl_Ch
were recorded, in addition to the maximum to minimum amplitude deviations
for each mode, were the base phase for each mode and the posltlon of the
maxima for each mode.
The computed mode data were next reduced to the format of equation (7)
in order that the far-field patterns of the total system could be computec.
The beam patterns were computed, using the summation format
N-_
p _ (--_j
: z jSp _ (i+ kp)-IE(_)
p = -(N/l)
where: p is mode number = -8, -7,
N
. J
-6, O, 1, Z, 7,
= the number of modes = 16,
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Figure 9. Computed mode omnidirectivity for cases IIi and IV.
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6p is the base reference phase for each mode,
k_ is _he arnpi=tude of the p_r'_roing higi_er order mode:
t.n
Ap is the dlreCtlVlty of t.ne p mode,
is the relatlve phase parameter_P
is the varlable inter-port phasor,
is the space angle, varies from 00 to 360 ° .
_,,e above expression was utilized to compute the far-field pa_terns for
cases i through iV. Here again, the element spacings of 0.4 and 0. 5..
correspond to cases i and ii with cases Ii[ and IV related to the elemen t
spacings of 0. 6 and 0. Tk_ respectively. The base phasors were assumed
compensated by the best possibie r-f cable length. The best cable Iength_
for each mode, was a constant factor for cases i and iL. The best cable
,_,_rn was __e:ec:ea_ _o: the above cited instances_ t_ comnensate :he
base phase, for each mode (which is a function of polarizations and _he
element spacings since %hey are interrelated by virtue of the freqaency
spread and the fact that the horizontal and vertically polarized patte.-ns
were obtained at a given antenna termlna/_. The same concept for base
phase correction was used for cases II and iV, with element spacings of
O. 5 wavelengths and O. 7 wavelengths, respectively. The realized-computed
patterns _or cases I and il, with a spacing of O. 7k, are plotted in Figures
!3 and 14. The corresponding pattern for cases _ and iV, at a spacing of
-43-
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0. 5k, are plotted in Figures 15 and !6, The computed pattern of Figure
13 repre-ents the case of horizontal polarization at an approximate fre-
quency of _7270 mc. Uhe heamwldtk _s a_.o._.. ..... .... a_e_- _y 20 degrees. The
maximum obse,_:ed s:delobe level is -8. 5 db, in one instance. A second
sidelobe _: _ "mag._:_uce of -9. 6 db is also evident. Ell other sidelobes are be-
low 10 db. _'g"_
_ ,,e 14 represents the case for the ve_ically polarized pat-
tern at an =_._._,.o._...av_ t_ _.:_,_,,=:,c,,_...__... of ,._70. mc. The" beamwidth is aga!n ap-
p, ox_,..a_el_ _0 degrees, vmt)-, a -_-'_ .... ' _,..... _x ..... :,, observed sldelobe level of -o. 9 ._
VJith the exception of a secondary. -_..,_x.,,_..._.. s_delobe level of -9. o: .at, a_
o_,.e, sidelobes are below 10 d_b. _gure 1_ represents the case for t.<a
horizontally polarized pattern, at an appro:dmate frequency ol ......... ._.
The beamwidth is again approximately Z0 degrees. In this instance, the
ma '_ _xL,,u,, sidelobe level is 10 3, relative to the main hlo_e maximum. All
other sideiobe levels are below ii db. ?_' _,_-
where the pattern is "__r_,_.alIy*_-• polarized and the frecfuency is _700 mc. The
.,,Qx:.......observed sidelobe for tnls case is i_ Z db. The beamw!dth is
again approximately 20 degrees.
All of the computed data shown in Figures 13 through 16 are for the
variable inter-port phasor (_) equal to zero. Computed patterns were also
obtained for four other typical beam positions. In each instance, it was
noted that the maximum sidelobe level varied by approxlmateiy _-I/Z db
about +w
_,,e above cited values as the beam position varied in space.
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The comouted ? ,_* _ , _... _a_e.._, data _nclcate that the sidelobes are greater
than the theoretical value of - _ ............ _ for th=p_,_t._...=,e_F -13 c. e instance where
all modes are ne,_e_._._ _,-_-'{,--. -_ _ '
. . o ......... ec-o..al, and where the phase compensation
!
!
between modes is perfect. It is believed that the increased sidelobe levels
are more attributable to imperfect p,.ase compensation than to the deviation
from omnidlrectivity. Fixed phase shift corrections, combined with cable
!
!
length co_ections, would tend to improve the sidelobe levels, however this
degree _,_=complexity ,,.as_. not within the scope of the present _ro_,_.....=,,.. The
sidelobes could be improved at the expense of a slightly reduced aperture
!
!
e_i_.,e_.y by introducing a slightly tapered distribution. Examination of the
patterns indicate that the half-power beamwidth is frequency independent,
which is as predicted for the circular array.
!
u, omp_ed pattern data were also obtained for element spacings of
O. 4 and O. 6k. This data proved to be impractical since the required element
size would not allow the close spacing of O. 4k, at the lowest operating fre-
I
I
.I
I
I
quency. The computed patterns, for these spacings, indicated that the side-
lobe levels were somewhat improved.
It was originally planned that the impact of component imperfections
on pattern performance be analyzed mathematically through the medium of a
7090 computer. The computer program for this analysis was completed and
implemented. It was found, however, that the results derived from the com-
puter indicated that the necessary mathematical formulae had been mis-pro-
I grammed.
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_urlng this same interim of -_m, _, the component effort was veo1
nearly completed The component data _<_-_'_...... __c that the results were close
to the theoretical limits for the components being used. Since it was felt
_hat little could be done to improve the component performances, and further,
since an engineering schedule had to be met, it was decided to curtail any
further analysis relating to the effect of component errors on system perform-
ance. The alternate approach of deriving the best possible component per-
formance was _-_- in=_en lieu of this analysis.
_e design of the vertical banks of four elements was generally _:c-
tared by the element size and spacing selected for the azimuth plane cylin-
drical array patterns. Since the design of such a vertical array is mundane,
it will not be detailed in this report. However, a comparison of the obtained
_=:_ and the predicted data (based on _nv_t_na_ array ana_y_; w_ be
made in bec_lon 4. 0.
3.2.3 Network Components
The objective of this part of the report is to describe the design and
performance characteristics of the major components which form the cylindri-
cal array portion of the antenna system. The major components which will be
discussed are listed below:
a) Spiral antenna elements
b) Sixteen-port mode and beam forming matrices
c) Four-port beam forming matrices
-50-
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d) Mode correction ne=work
e) Four-port switching * 'ne_wor< for the vertical array banks
f) Sixteen-port switching network.
The above components will be discussed, in chronological order, in the
following subsections of the report.
3.2. 3. 1 Antenna Element
A total of sixty-four spiral cavity antenna elements were utilized to
implement the cylindrical portion of the developed antenna system. These
spiral cavity elements were based on a design described in the literature by
Bawer and Wolfe I0) The cavity surface was square in cross-section with
_,,e side _ _ _ _ _"'_ . --,_,,,e,_s,o,,of the square be,,,_ equal to 3 5 inches. The spiral m_r-
face was housed in a square cavity having a depth of i. 05 inches. The
pe_orrr;ance characteristics of a typ_cai spn-ai cavity element are iis_ed
below:
Frecuency: i. 7 KMC Z. 3 KMC
3 db BW -
E_: 87 ° 74 °
E%: 8Z ° 78 °
10 db BW -
E_: 195 ° 14Z O
E 8: 164 ° 148 °
Axial Ratio: i. 3 db i. 9 db
VSWR: I. Z4 i. 19
The above data were obtained with TNC connectors which were modified to
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adapt to the balun which excites the spiral surface. This TNC connector
was suusequently removed and replaced by a female center pin and a spec-
ially developed outer coaxial housing. This latter arrangement allowed the
four spirals in each vertical bank to be made an integral part of the exciting
four-port multiple-beam elevation matrix.
3. Z. 3. Z Sixteen-Port Beam and Mode Forming Matrices
Reference to Figure 3 will indicate that a sixteen-port mode forming
matrix and a sixteen-port beam forming matrix are required to implement the
cylindrical array. The mode forming matrix establishes the pseudo omni-
directional modes which are, in turn, processed by the beam forming matrix
to form the sixteen azimuth plane beams. The interconnecting elements be-
tween these two modules are the mode phase correction cables which will be
discussed in a later section. The block diagram of the mode forming and beam
forming matrix are identical. This block diagram is detailed in the sketch of
Figure 17.
The relationships between the terminology of Figure 17 and both the
omnidirectional modes and multiple-beam positions are defined in the table
below.
Port No. Mode
16 Port Matrix Notation
Beam Direction (_
Inter-Element Phase
. Procjression
0
I0
ZO
30
4O
50
6O
70
0o 0o
6 22 I/Z ° 22 i/2 °
45 ° 45 °
67 I/2 ° 67 I/2 °0
90 ° 90 °
IIZ 1/2 ° 112 i/Z °
135 ° 135 °
E
157 I/2 O 157 I/2 °
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Schematic diagram of the sixteen-port matrix.
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Port No. Mode Beam Direction (_)
Inter-Element Phase
Progres sion
8 c6 180 ° 180 °
07 _ z0z i/z° z0z I/z °
06 o zzsO zz5 o
05 _ z47i/z° z471/z°
r_
04 _ Z70 ° Z70
o
03 E zgz i/Z ° Z9Z I/Z °
02 _ ' 315 ° 315 u
01 337 I/Z ° 337 I/Z O
Th6 first column of the above table defines the port number designation and
!
i|
corresponds to due terminology of Figure 17. These same port numbers are
also used to indicate the multiple-beam positions. The port numbers are
selected to identify the omnidirectional mode generated by the mode-forming
matrix when it is attached to the sixteen-element array. Thus, the terminology
of column Z is identical to that of column 1. This terminology is in accordance
with the convention described on page Z5 of this report. The third column iden-
tifies the direction of a beam generated for the matrix which is used to generate
the multiple beams. The fourth column identifies the inter-element phase
progression.
The interconnectlons between the outputs of the vertical elevation banks
\
e
and the mode matrix, along with the interconnect.lons between the mode matrix
and the multiple-beam matrix, are defined in the table below.
Matrix Terminal Connections
Element No. 1 Z 1 6
Mode Network Antenna Terminals i Z .............
MoaeNetworklnputTermlnals i Ii---7{ i 0i--- 0_
i| Beam o orkOu,pu, ---151
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The terminology, defined in the above table, is in accordance with the term-
inology used in Figure 17. This same terminology was used to identify the
terminals of the developed antenna system.
The sixteen-port matrix consists of 3 db couplers and fixed phase
shifters. All of these components are designed in three-layer strip transmission
line medium. The individual layers are 1/16-inch thick and the base dielectric
medium is a copper-clad polyolefin (a radiated polyethylene material). The fol-
lowing paragraphs will now detail the performance of the couplers and the fixed
phase shifters used in the matrix. Subsequent paragraphs will detail the per-
formance recorded for the sixteen-port matrix component.
3. Z. 3. Z. 1 Three db Coupler Design
The szrip transmission line 3 db tandem couplers are formed by utilizing
two 8.3 db couplers in tandem 1). This arrangement allows the spacing between
the coupling sections to be 1/16-inch, a thickness consistent with commercially
available thicknesses of the polyolefin base material. The characteristics of the
developed coupler are listed below.
Frequency 1.7 kmc 2.3 kmc 1.7 - 2.3 kmc
Maximum Imbalance +0.10 db +0.10 db +0.25 db
m _ m
Maximum VSWR 1.10 1.05 1.14
Minimum Isolation -2Z. 5 db -30.8 db -ZZ. 5 db
The above data were taken with modified TNC type connectors at the input and out-
put terminals. In the actual matrix, these terminals were removed and all inter-
connections between components were made with printed circuit transmission line
-55-
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B.Z.3. Z.Z Fixed Phase Shifters
s,,i_,values of 2Z. 5, 45, 67.5, and 90 degrees are re-Fixed phase _':
quired to implement the sixteen-port matrix. These fixed phase shifts are
relative to a fixed length of strip transmission line. Two types of differen-
tial fixed phase shifters are utilized: coplanar and biplanar. The distinction
!
!
between these two types of phase shifters is best illustrated by reference to
Figure 18. The coplanar phase shifter is photoetched on one side of the i/i 6-
inch center layer of polyolefin. The differential fixed phase shift, relative to
! the reference line length, is controlled by the coupling between the two short
circuited lines. This coupling is, in turn, controlled by the gap width, g,
and the line width, w. This type of phase shifter was used for the ZZ. 5 and
!
|
45 degree phase sbJfters. IZ could not be _,,,,zed for the 6v 5 or 90 degree
phase shifters because the tighter coupling required gap widths which were
impractically small. For these higher values of fixed phase shift, the hi-
!
!
u._
!
k
planar type, shown in the lower half of Figure 18, were used. In this in-
stance, the coupled sections are printed on the top and bottom surfaces of
the 1/16-inch center layer of ;)olyolefin. The coupling is controlled by the
width, w, and the thickness of the polyolefin board. It is also controlled by
the length of the coupling region.
The input impedance, for both phase shifter types, is 50 ohms. Both
of these phase shift types are designed in accordance with the initial theory
!
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Figure 18. Biplanar and _oplanar phase shift sections.
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descriDed in the literature by Schiffman The performance characteristics
of the developed phase shifters are listed in the following table:
+Z2 i/2 0 Fixed Phase Shifter I)
Fr equ enc y
Measured phase shift
Greatest phase deviation
Maximum VSWR
(Coplanar Type)
I. 7 kmc 2.27 kmc
+22.2 ° +22.5 °
1,13 1.21
1,7 -- 2.3 kmc
m
+Zl. 3°- ZZ. 8°
I. 22
o
+45 Fixed Phase Shifter
Frequ ency
Measured phase shaft
Greatest phase devia_on
Maximum VS\VR
(Coplanar Type)
1.7 kmc
+44.8 °
1.19
2,27 kmc
+45.2 °
1.13
1.7--2.3 k,mc
+44.8 °- +45.8 °
1.19
_ O
+67 I/_- F_,_ed Phase S_ifter
Frequ ency
Measured phase shift
Greatest phase deviation
Maximum V_/R
(Biplanar Type)
I. 7 kmc
+68.2 °
1.09
2. Z7 kmc 1.7--2,3 kmc
+66.7 °
-- +66.7--70 °
1.15 1.18
+90 ° Fixed Phase Shifter
Frequency
Measured phase shift
Greatest phase deviation
Maximum VS_/R
(Bipta nar _Type)
i. 7 kmc 2.27 kmc 1.7--2.3 kmc
+91.2 ° +88.8 ° --
__ __ +88.8 ° -- +93 °
i. Ii 1.17 1.18
Note i) - Phase is that of coupled section relative to that of straight line
reference section.
All of the above data were obtained with TNC type input and output connections.
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3. Z. 3. Z. 3 Performance of the Sixteen-Port Matrix
The sixteen-port ma_ix is formed in three layers of 1/16-inch thick
polyolefin. .tillof the printing is contained in photo-registry on the center
1/16-inch thick layer. The above defined components are integrated on
this central layer in such a manner that no component-to-component coaxial
connections are required. The entire package is contained within an 18-inch
cylinder, having a total depth of 5/16-inch, including a top and a bottom
1/16- inch thick aluminum support sheet. The performance of the sixteen-
port matrix is summarized below.
Frequ enc y
Greatest measured amplitude imbalance
Average amplitude imbalance
Greatest measured phase deviation
Average phase deviation
Poorest measured isolation
Average isolation
Worst measured VSWR
Average VSWR
Average insertion loss
1.7 kmc Z. Z7 kmc
+0.8 db +l. Odb
+0.3 db +0. Sdb
_o
+2. Z° +2._
o
+I. 1° +1.4
19.0 db 15.0 db
Z4 db ZZ db
I. 29 i. 38
1.19 1.18
0.8 db 1.2 db
All of the above data were taken using the final TNC input and output connec-
tions. Two sixteen-port matrices were formed from the same master negative:
one for the mode forming network and one for the beam forming network. The
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terminology used on the ports of the final matrices is that defined in
the early paragraphs under Sectlon 3.2.3.2. The performance of the
matrices was considered acceptable for implementation in the cylin-
drical array portion of the developed antenna system.
3. Z. 3.3 Four-Port Matrices
A total of sixteen four-port matrices are required to implement
the cylindrical array. Each of these matrices is used to combine the
four vertically arrayed elements which occur at each of sixteen diff-
erent azimuth szations. The function of the matrix is to generate four
simultaneous beams displaced in elevation and at a constant azimuth
station.
The block diagram of the four-port matrix is shown in Figure
19 It consists ^_
• u, four couplers and a series of fixed phase shifters.
Solid-state two-step phase shifters are also utilized in each of the
output por_s. This network, when excited at any of its inputs, pro-
vides an equi-amplitude distribution at the output ports. The output
port phase distribution for each of the input ports, is defined in the
table on the following page.
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INPUTS FRO_ _--WAY <_JITCH
Four-port matrix with solid-state two-step phase shifters
(int erpo sitioning)
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Beam Port Interport Phase
I - 2Z. 5°
II +I 57.5 °
III -llZ. 5°
IV + 67.5 °
Case I
Case II
Beam Position (4)- 90 °)
l. 7 kmc Z. Z 7 kmc Nominal
- 7.1 ° _ 5.3 ° _ 6°
+ 60 ° + 50 ° +40 °
- 38° -Z7.5 ° _Z8 °
+Zl.8 ° + 16 ° +16 °
I + 2Z. 5° 6°+ 7.1 ° + 5.3 ° +
II -157.5 ° - 60 ° - 50 ° _40 °
HI +112.5 ° + 38 ° +27.5 ° +28 °
IV - 67.5 ° -Zl.8 ° _ 16 ° _16 °
Case I is for the instance where the solid-state phase shifters are in
their back bias condition. The phase shift in each of the output phase shift
blocks is 0 °. For Case II the solid-state phase shtfters are in their forward
bias condition. The phase shifts in each of the output blocks, for this in-
stance, are as shown in the sketch of Figure 19. The above table, in addition
to defining the output phases, also defines the beam position for both Cases
I and II and for frequencies of |, 7 and Z. Z7 kmc. These beam positions are
relative to the horizon station (0 = 90°) rather than to the zenith reference.
-6Z-
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They were derived using conventional array theory, the above listed inter-
port phase progressions, and an antenna element spacing of 3.5 inches.
The nominal beam positions, as listed on the remote control beam posi-
tion network, are also defined in the above table. It is interesting to
note that the nominal beam position is closer to the horizon than the aver-
age beam position for both frequencies. This occurs because of the element
pattern shape which tends to move the beam maxima closer to the horizon
po sition.
The object of using two separate sets of four beam positions is to
avoid the normal beam crossover gain loss. The above listed beam positions
are so arranged that the beam maxima for Case I lie at the beam crossover
points for Case II, and vice versa. The four-port matrices were originally
designed for both Cases I and II. However, for economic reasons, it be-
came impractical to include the diodes for achieving the Case !I excitations.
Consequently the sixteen four-port matrices have metal blanks inserted in
place of the diodes such that only the Case I excitations can be achieved.
A separate fully implemented vertical array was fabricated, however, and
will be discussed later in the report.
The required sixteen four-port matrices are fabricated in three-layer
strip transmission line. These networks use the components described in
Section 3. Z. 3. Z. The networks are 3.0 inches wide by 14. 1 inches long.
The depth of the networks is 5/16-inch, including a top and a bottom 1/16-
inch thick aluminum sheet. The average performance achieved with these
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four-port networks is listed below.
Frequency
Greatest measured amplitude imbalance
Average amplitude imbalance
Greatest measured phase deviation
Average phase deviation
Poorest measured isolation
Average isolation
WTorst measured VSVCR
Average VSI_R
Average insertion loss
I. 7 kmc 2.27 kmc
+ 0.3 db + 0.4db
+ 0.3 db + 0.3 db
+ 6.5 ° + I0.5 °
+ 4.9 ° + 8.6 °
m
22.3 db 23.0 db
23.8 db 25. 5 db
1.35 1. 52
1.23 1.42
0.3 db 0.60 db
The above data were obtained with TNC input and output connectors.
"_'nen these units were implemented in the array, the input and output con-
nectors were removed so that an integrated package could be formed. This
package consisted of the antenna elements, the four-port matrix, and the
SP4T solid-state switch.
Specially designed coaxial connectors were utilized to allow this
integration to be realized.
3.2.3.4 R-F Cabling
Two sets of 16 r-f cables were required for the implementation of
the cylindrical array. One set was used to connect the outputs of the mode
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forming matrix to each of the sixteen vertical banks. A second set of cables
was required to interconnect :he mode-forming and beam-forming matrices.
The cables from the mode-forming network to the venical bank input were
formed of RG-141/U teflon impregnated coaxial cable. TNC connectors were
utilized at each end of the cable. The average loss of these cables at 1.7 gc
was 0.3 db. The average loss at 2. Z7 gc was 0.4 db. Cables from mode net-
work port numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15 had interconnecting lengths
of 17.00 inches. Cables connected to the remaining ports had interconnecting
lengths of 13.95 inches. The cable lengths were measured from connector-end-
to-connector-end. The reason for the disparity in lengths is that one of the
sets of cables includes a 3/4 wavelength additional length to compensate for
the phase shift sections contained in each of the alternate output terminals of
the matrix. This allowed the sixteen-port matrices to be packaged within the
1 8-inch diameter, a feat which would not have been possible without using two
different sets of cabling.
The cables connecting the mode-forming and beam-forming matrices were
first determined theoretically and then modified experimentally to achieve the
best overall system performance. These cable lengths also had an average in-
sertion loss of O. 3 db at 1.7 gc with an average insertion loss of O. 4 db at Z. 27
gc. The lengths of the cables, using the same connector-end-to-connector-end
measurement, are listed in the table on the following page.
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Beam Matrix Port Number Mode Matrix Port Number Cable Length
! 07 14.0"
Z O6 IZ I/8"
3 05 16 i/8"
4 o4 15 3/8-
5 o3 15 i/z"
6 oz 14 12/32-
7 01 15 3/16"
8 0 14 13/16"
9 I0 13 I/4"
0 20 12 3/8"
l 3O 12 i/2,
Z 40 13. 0"
3 50 13 5/t 6"
4 60 !Z 3/8"
5 70 13 15/16"
6 8 13 !/Z"
The terminology used in the above table is identical to the terrain-
ology used in Section 3.2.3.2_.
3.2.3.5 Solld-State SP4T Switches
A solid-szate SP4T switch is required to reduce the four beam
outputs of each of the sixteen multiple-beam vertical arrays to a single
terminal. The block diagram of this switch is defined in the sketch of
Figure 20. It consists of three DPDT solid-state transfer switches ar-
ranged to form a conventional switching "tree". One of these switches
has additional alphabetical port terminology to assist in describing the
theory of the DPDT transfer switch operation. When the solid-state
switches are back biased, input, a, is connected to port, c, (or I) and
port, d, (or II) is connected to port, b. In the forward bias case port, a,
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connects to port, d, and port, c, connected to port, b. Thus the unuzed
port is always terminated in a matched load. This is important in a
multiple-beam array'. If the unused ports are not terminated, reflections
from the antenna terminals will appear at, and be reflected by, these
open circuited ports. The resultant energy then reradiates and forms a
collimated beam just as though the unused beam port were excited by an
amount of r-f energy equal to the magnitude of the reflected energy. The
resultant spurious beam thus appears in the far-field pattern as undesired
sidelobe content.
The developed SPDT solid-state transfer switch is sketched in
the lower half of Figure 20. It consists of two couplers interconnected
by two transmission lines, each containing a diode in series. In the re-
verse bias case the diodes are open circuited and the r-f energy is reflected
back t.hroug _ t_ _ ,........... pu_ hybrid and appears at port, b. In the forward bias
case the diodes are conductive and the energy from input, a, passes
through the second coupler to port, c. Port d is terminated by a 50 ohm
1)
"tab" load.
The DC ground is a short circuited stub of length _1" This length
is approximately one-quarter-wavelength long at Z. 0 kmc. Thus, it effect-
ively appears as an open circuit to the main line containing the series con-
nected diode. The DC bias input is located a distance, "_Z' from the main
line. It is short circuited at r-f frequencies by an open circuited stub of
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length, _3" This length is also approximately ),/4 at Z kmc. The length,
_Z" was selected to minimize r-f discontinuities but it too was also ap-
proximately k/4 long at Z kmc. The DC block consists of two overlapping
sections in the main line, The two halves of the line are separated by a
3 rail mylar shim. The overlap area is sufficiently large to have a high
capacitance with a resultant low r-f series impedance.
The switch is formed in three layers of 1/16-inch thick each
polyolefin with the central layer containing the r-f circuitry. The 3 db
couplers are identical to those described in Section 3.2.3, Z. The solid-
state devices are 1NZ70 diodes.
is described below.
Frequency:
VSWR {forward bias)
VS_/R (reverse bias)
Isolation (forward bias)
Isolation (reverse bias)
Loss (forward bias)
Loss (reverse bias)
The performance of this individual switch
I, 7 kmc Z. Z7 kmc
l. Z9 1.34
1.08 i,05
Ii.5 db 22, 1 db
Z2.2 db Zl.3 db
0.5 db 0.8 db
0,4 db 0,7 db
Current drain: 100 miles at 6.3 volts in forward bias (50 miles/diode)
Back bias: --30 VDC
The above described SPDT switches were integrated into a single
14.1 x 3.0 x 5/16-inch three-layer strip transmission line package. The
output port positions were made to exactly coincide with the input ports of
the four-port matrix. Specially designed coaxial connectors were fabricated
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to allow direct connection of the switch to the four-port matrix without
the need for commercial coaxial adaptors. The average measured per-
formance of this SP4T switch is described below.
Frequency
Maximum VSWR
Average VSWR
Minimum Isolation
Average Isolation
Maximum Insertion Loss
Average Insertion Loss
I. 7 kmc Z. Z7 kmc
1.31 1.80
i. 17 1.67
IZ. 8 db 14.5 db
Z4.1 db Z3. Z db
I. 0 db I. 6 db
0.85 db 1.4 db
The above data were obtained with temporary TNC input and out-
put co hectors which were removed prior to integration.
3. Z. 3.6 Sixteen-Port Switching Network
A solid-state single-pole sixteen-throw switch is required to re-
duce the 16 azimuth station beam outputs of the beam-forming matrix to a
single terminal. The block diagram of this switch is defined in the sketch
of Figure Zl. It consist of 15 DPDT solid-state transfer switches arranged
to form a conventional switching "tree". The terminology and functioning
of these switches are identical to that which was described for the SP4T
switch of Figure Zl. The SP16T switch also has the feature that all unused
ports are terminated.
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The major difference between the network of Figure 21 and the
SP4T ne_Nork, outside of the numser of 7 __._; Is in the detailed makeup
of the SPDT transfer switch. The S}_DT :transfer switch used in the sixteen-
port matrix is designed to handle high average input powers. This switch
is sketched on Figure 22. it conslsts of two couplers interconnected by
two transmission lines, each shunted by a diode. In the reverse bias case,
the diodes are open circuited and the r-f energy is allowed to pass through
from the first input coupler to due output of the second coupler. In the for-
ward bias case, the diodes are conductive and hence short circuit the main
feeder lines between the couplers. The r-f energy in this case is reflected
and appears at the normally isolated port of the first input coupler. The un-
used port of the coupler is terminated by a 50 ohm tab load. The DC ground
is connected in shunt to the main feeder lines. This DC short circuit is lo-
cated approximately one-quarter wavelength (at !700 mc) from the main feeder
line. A corrective 2-270 mc tuning stub, which is an approximate one-quarter
wavelength open circuit at ZZ70 mc, is located at an intermediate port be-
tween the ground connection and the main feeder line. The bias input is
shorted at the r-f frequencies by two tuning stubs: one a quarter-wavelength
long, at Z_70 mc, and the other a quarter-wavelength long at 1700 inc. The
length between these stubs and the diode is controlled to correct for diode
junction reactances and to achieve the best overall switch performance.
The switch is formed in three layers of 1/16-inch thick polyolefin
-7Z-
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Figure ZZ. SPDT high power switch.
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with the central laver containing the r-f -"_ • _+_
_l, cu._y. The 3 db couplers are
identical to those described in ....... _. "_
_._'uu 3. 3.Z. ±he solid-state devices
are MA-4571Ct dioles and require individual forward current drains of
50 mils at +6.3 VDC. The back bias voltage for the diode is -30 VDC.
The performance of the individual SPDT switch is described below.
I. 7 kmc 2.27 kmc.
I. 06 i. 26
I. 04 1.20
15.5 db 26.8 db
24.8 db 30. i db
0.7 db 0.4 db
0.6 db 0. Z db
Frequency
Maximum VSWR
Average VSWR
Minimum isolation
Average Isolation
"_;T:',iaxlmum Insertion Loss
Average Insertion Loss
power at 1700 mc and 2270 inc. The peak power rating could not be de-
termined because the necessary equipment was not available. However,
it is felt that the peak power capacity would be in excess of 1.2 kw.
The above data were taken with TNC input and output connectors. One
SPDT switch was delivered to NASA. The remainder of the developed
switches were used in the sixteen-port switch and hence were without
connectors_ except at the input and output terminals of the sixteen-port
network. The SPDT switches were integrated into two 18-inch diameter
x 5/16-inch thick three-layer strip transmission line packages formed of
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the polyolefin base material. The output port positions were made to
exactly coincide with the input ports of __he four-port matrix. The input
and output connectors on the switching network were of the TNC variety.
Connections between the beam matrix and the sixteen-port switching
network were made with commercial TNC type feed-throughs. The aver-
age measured performance of this SP16T switch is defined below.
Frequency
Maximum V S%_v"R
Average VSWR
Minimum Isolation
Average Isolation
Maximum Insertion Loss
Average Insertion Loss
3.3
I. 7 kmc 2.27 kmc
i.20 1.40
1.18 1.37
15.0 db 26.1 db
21.8 db 28.9 db
Z. 8 db 2.5 db
2.4 db 2. 1 db
Twelve-Element planar Array
_'_ objective of ÷_° _*'_ of._ ..... se_,1_n the report will be to describe
the theory of operation, the detailed design and the network component
design for the twelve-element planar array. This array, as described in
the schematic of Figure 3, consists of twelve antenna elements, a twelve-
port multiple-beam network, and a SPlZT switching network.
3.3. 1 Theory of Operation
The twelve-element planar array is unique in that it does not use
the conventional square building block of the more common multiple-beam
-75-
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antenna systems. The array bul_a .... _ _lock for the twelve-element array
is a _b_'ee-element equi-laterai yr_.d -'_,_s arrangement allows improved
crossover levels to be achieved, wn:ie at :he same time allowing a re-
duction in sidelobe levels relative -o those obtainable from a conven-
tional square array having the same distribution.
The geometry of the twelve-element multiple-beam array is
sketched in Figure 23. Examination of this figure will indicate that it
consists of equi-iateral grids with an element spacing equal to, a.
The relative voltage array factor, in any plane containing a row of ele-
ments, may be derived as being equal to
where: _p = k ap sin @
ap = a/Z
a = grid spacing (see Figure Z3)
k = 2_/_
@ = angle relative to broadside
k = wavelength.
The relative voltage array factor for the planes between the rows of ele-
ments (see Figure 23) may be written as --
Em (_m) = 5 cos (3_m/2) + 7 cos (_m/Z) + j 4sin(_m/Z)
2
cos (WIn/Z) (16)
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Figure 23. Geometry.o_ the twelve-element array.
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where: _ m = k a m sln @
a : O. 866 ain
The array factors derived fron: equations (15) and (16) are plotted in the
sketch of Figure 24. The highest sidelobe is -15.6 db. This sidelobe
level may be compared to that of a sixteen-element square array which
has a sidelobe level of -l I. 4 db.
If a multiple-beam twelve-port martix is utilized, the proper
phasors are added in the array factor to generate a cluster of twelve
beams. The aczual angular location of the patterns can be determ.ined
by projecting the _-- plane patterns on the surface of a sphere. The
beam cluster of twelve beams will thus duplicate the element arrange-
ment of the array. The crossover levels can be computed as ranging
from -4. 1 db between any two adjacent elements, arid to -5.0 db at a
common crossover of any three elements. By way of comparison, a six-
teen-element square array has crossover levels ranging from -3.7 db be-
tween any two elements, and to -7.4 db at any crossover common to four
elements.
3.3. Z Detailed Design
A sketch of the top surface arrangement of the twelve-element
planar array is shown in Figure 25. This actual array geometry duplicates
the geometry first listed in Figure 23. The individual elements are round
spiral antennas driven against a metallic enclosed cavity. The center-to-
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Geometry of the actual twelve-element array.
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center spacing of these spiral elements (a) is equal to 4.33 inches. The
entire array is contained within an 18-inch circle. The element notation
utilized in this array corresponds to the matrix connection notation and will
be used as reference throughout the remainder of the report.
The element spacing was used in conjunction with the matrix phase
excitations and the array theory developed in Section 3.3, 1 to compute the
beamwidths and beam positions at 2270 inc.
numerous to include in detail in this report,
istics of the patterns are listed below.
The computed patterns are too
however, the salient 'cnarac _er-
!I
i
i
i
Beam Position Number Major BW Minor BW Locatio, n O/Z
i 21° 16.6 ° iZ°/i 20 °
2 21.8 ° Zl, 8° 35.5°/20 °
3 21. 5° 21.00 35. 5°/138.5 °
4 22. 7 ° 16. 6 ° 250/300 °
5 20.9 ° i6.6 ° 12°/0 °
6 2i. 5° 21, 5° 35. 50/259 °
7 21. 5° 21, 5° 35. 5°/i010
8 22. 7° 16. 6° 25°/180 °
9 21. 00 16.6 ° 12°/240 °
o
I0 21. 8° 21, 80 35. 50/340050ii 21. 5° Zl,0 35.5°/221,
12 22.7 ° 16. 6° 250/60 °
The sidelobe levels recorded were generally in accordance with the sidelobes
denoted by array theory. However, gradient lobes were encountered for the
outermost beam positions. Although the computed patterns were not obtained
!
!
for 1700 mc, it can be presumed that the beamwidths and beam positions
would both alter in conventional accordance with the decreased element spac-
ing (expressed in wavelengths). The actual noted beam positions measured
-81-
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with the experimental twelve-element array will be listed in Section 4.0.
3.3.3 Network Components
The objective of this part of the report is to describe the design
and performance characteristics of the major components which form the
twelve-element planar array portion of the antenna system. The major
components which wiI1 be discussed are listed below.
a) Spiral antenna elements
b) Twelve-port beam-formlng matrix
c) Twelve-port switching network
The above components will be discussed in the following subsection of the
report.
3.3.3.1 Antenna Element
A total of twelve spiral cavity antenna elements are utilized zo im-
plement the planar array portion of the developed antenna system. These
spiral cavity elements are based on a design described in the literature by
Bawer and Wolfe 10). The cavity surface is circular in cross-section with a
diameter of 3.5 inches. The spiral surface is housed in a cylindrical cavity
having a depth of 1. 360 inches. The performance characteristics of a typi-
cal spiral cavity element are listed below.
Frequency range
Average 3 db BW
Average 10 db BW
Maximum Axial Ratio
Maximum VSWR
1,7to_.3 kmc
75 °
140 °
2 db maximum
1.43
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The above data were obtained with TNC connectors, modified to
adapt to the baiun which exci_es the spiral surface. The TNC connectors
were subsequently removea and replaced by a female center pin and a
specially developed outer coaxial housing. This latter arrangement al-
lowed the twelve spirals of the planar array to be made an integral part of
the exciting twelve-port muitiple-beam matrix.
3.3.3. Z Twelve-Port Matrix
Reference to Figure 3 will indicate that a twelve-po_ beam-form-
ing matrix is required to implement the multlple-beam planar array. For
any given matrix input, all of the output element terminals are excited
with equal amplitudes. However, the phase sequence from port-to-port
varies as the input port is changed from one position to another. The block
diagram of the beam-forming matrix is shown in the schematic of Figure 26.
The antenna port terminology corresponds to that defined in Section 3.3. Z.
The input port terminology corresponds to the beam position number in space.
This terminology was also defined in Section 3.3. Z. The same sets of term-
inal designations were used in the actual antenna system.
The twelve-port matrix consists of 3 db couplers, 4.7 db couplers,
and fixed phase shifters. All of the components for the network are designed
in three-layer strip transmission line. The individual layers are 1/16-inch
thick and the base dielectric medium is polyolefin. Many of the components
utilized in the twelve-port matrix were described earlier as part of the dis-
cussion for the sixteen-port matrices. Only those compcJnents which have
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not been previously described will be discussed below.
3.3.3. Z. 1 4.7 db Couoler Design
The 4.7 db coupler design was patterned after that earlier de-
scribed for the 3 db coupler. It is of the tandem variety with the basic
difference being the change in coupling between the two quarter-wave-
length sections which form the tandem device. The spacing between
I
!
II
L'
coupling sections is thus again equal to 1/16-inch.
of the developed coupler are listed below.
The characteristics
Frequency i.7 kmc 2.27 kmc I. 7 -- 2.3 kmc
+0.0 db
Coupled port level -4.9 db -4.8 db -4.7 -0.3 db
Isolation Z4.0 db ZS. 5 db Z4.0 db
Maximum VSWR I. 18 I. 18 I. 18
The above data were taken with modified TNC connectors a z the
input and output terminals. In the actual matrix, .the terminals were re-
moved and all inter-connections were made with printed circuit trans-
mission line lengths.
3.3.3. Z. Z Fixed-Phase Shifters
Fixed phase shift values of 30, 60, and 90 degrees are required
to implement the twelve-port matrix. The fixed-phase shifts are relative
to a fixed length of strip transmission llne. Two types of differential
fixed-phase shifters are utilized: coplanar and biplanar. The distinc-
! tion between these two types of phase shifters was described earlier in
1
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Section 3.2.3.2.2. The 60 and 90 degree phase shifters are biplanar and
the 30 degree phase shifter is coplanar. The 90 degree phase shifter de-
sign was discussed in the above referenced section and hence will not be
described in the following paragraphs. The 60 and 30 degree phase s,hifters
have not heretofore been described and will be discussed below.
The conszruction of the 30 and 60 degree phase shifters is generally
the same as the cons_action of the earlier described phase shifters. The dis-
tinction is the difference in the coupling values required to achieve the 30
and 60 degree fixed-phase shifts. The performance of these two 50-ohm
phase shifters is listed in He following table:
+30 ° Fixed Phase Shifter
Measured phase shift
Greatest phase deviation
Maximum VSWR
i)
(Coplanar Type)
!, 7 k.... 2 __c 7 kmc 1.7--Z.3 kmc
+30.Z ° +Z9 8 °
5---33.0 o
1.13 1.21 1.23
+60 ° Fixed Phase Shifter (Biplanar Type)
Frequency
Measured phase shift
Greatest phase deviation
Maximum VSWR
1.7 kmc 2.27 kmc 1.7--2.3 kmc
+61.3 ° +58.8 °
__ 58.8 ° -- 6Z.5 °
1.13 i. I0 1.15
Note I) - Phase is that of coupled section relative to that of a straight line
section.
All of the above data were obtained with TNC type input and output
connections.
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3.3.3.2. 3 Performance of the Twelve-Port Matrix
The twelve-port matrix is formed in three layers of 1/1 6-inch
polyolefin. All of the printing is contained in photo-registry on the
center 1/16-inch thick layer. The components described above are inte-
grated on this central layer in such a manner that no component-to-compo-
nent coaxial connections are required. The entire package is contained
within an 18-inch cyiincler having a total depth of 5/16-inch. This total
depth includes a top and bottom 1/16-inch thick aluminum support sheet.
The performance of the twelve-port matrix is summarized below.
Fr equ enc y
Greatest measured amplitude imbalance
Average amplitude imbalance
Greatest measured phase deviation
Average phase deviation
Poorest measured isolation
Average isolation
Worst measured VSWR
Average VSWR
Average insertion loss
i.7 kmc Z. Z7 kmc
+i. Z db +i. 15 db
+0.8 db +0.7 db
+ 9° . iZ °
+ 3° + 4°
14.5 db 13.8 db
Z3.4 db Z3.9 db
1.55 I. 37
I.Z3 I.Z3
0.8 db I.Z db
3.3.3.3 Twelve-Port Switchinq Network
The solid-state, single-pole lZ-uhrow switch (SPlZT) is required
to reduce the twelve beam outputs of the beam-forming matrix to a singl4
-87-
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terminal. The block diagram of ÷_,_.... s switch is defined in the sketch of
Figure 27. It consists of eleven double-pole, double-throw solid-state
transfer switches arranged to form a swnching tree. The terminology and
l
I
functioning of these transfer switches is identical to that which was
described for the SP4T switch of Figure 21. The SPlZT switch also has
the feature that all unused ports "are terminated.
!
The SPDT transfer switch used in the twelve-port matrix is the
same high power switch which was described for the sixteen-port maLrix.
The twelve-port switch is formed in three layers of 1/16-inch thick po!y-
!
olefin with the central layer containing the r-f circuitry. Two 18-inch
diameter, 5/16-inch thick three-layer strip transmission line packages
were required to integrate the complete network. The output port positions
I
were made to exactly coincide with the input ports of the twelve-port
matrix. The input and output connections on the switching network were
of the TNC variety. Connections between the beam matrix and the twelve-
I
!
I
port switching network were made with commercial TNC type feed throughs.
The average measured performance of this SPIZT switch is defined below.
Frequency
Maximum VSWR
Average VSWR
Minimum Isolation
Average Isolation
I. 7 kmc 2. 27 kmc
i. 20 I. 40
I. 17 i. 35
15.0 db 23.4db
Zl. 0 db ZS. I db
!
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Figure 27. Schematic of SPIZT switch.
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Maximum Insertion Loss 2.8 db 2. 5 db
Average Insertion Loss 2.4 db 2.2 db
3.4 Switch Control NeIwork
The switch control network is a separate remote console which
allows the beams of the cylindrical and planar arrays to be positioned at
nanosecond rates. This section will describe the manner in which the in-
dividual switches are positioned by dne remote network.
3.4.1 Elevation Bank-Cylindrical _ray
The elevation switch control network for the cylindrical array
consists of sixteen vertical banks of SP4T switches. The manner in which
these switch banks are connected to the +6.3 VDC forward bias and the -30
VDC reverse" _ias is illustrated in Figure 28. All of the output SPDT switches
are cornnected to a common lead. ._!!of the input SPDT switches are connected
to a separate control lead.' In the example shown in Figure 28, both the input
and output SPDT switches are biased in a forward direction by the +6.3 VDC
terminal voltage. When biased in the forward direction, the output of each
switch is the straight through path. Hence, the pictured arrangement will
excite multlple-beam port Ill for each of the sixteen vertical banks. The two-
terminal four position wafer switch is located in the main console immediately
behind the elevation bank selector for the cyllndrical array.
3.4.2 Azimuth Switch Bank-Czlindrica! Array
A schematic of the azimuth switch section of the circular array is
-90-
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Figure Z 8. Control network for SP4T.
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shown in the sketch of Figure Z9. A four-terminal t6-position wafer switch,
controlled from the front panel, is use a to select a given beam position.
One terminal position is reqaired for each of the four switch banks. These
individual switch banks are either connected to a +6.3 VDC forward bias or
to a -30 VDC bias. This arrangement ailo_,s full and complete control of the
beam positions. Thirty-three ohm resistors are utilized to maintain the proper
bias of each of the inc.ivzcuai switches. Switches 8 through 15 are p..,_,oe_u,,ed
on the printed circuit board which is closes[ to the beam-forming matrix. The
• k
switches denoted i through 7 are photoetched on the printed circuit sw1[c;,
network which is closest to the output of the array.
3.4.3 Switch Control for the Planar Array
The switch control schematic for the planar array is shown in the
sketch of Figure 30. This switch control functions in much the same manner
as the 16-pole switch required for the azimuth section of Lhe cylindrical array.
Four terminals with twelve positions each are required to connect the individual
switch banks to either +6.3 VDC or -30 VDC. Switches numbered 6 through II,
are contained in the printed circuit package which connects directly to the twelve-
port beam-forming matrix. SwlZches 1 through 5 are contained on a separate
printed circuit board located immediately below the first switching network.
3.4.4 Power Supply
The power supply schematic is described by the sketch of Figure 31.
Examination of this sketch will indicate that the forward bias and reverse bias
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Figure Z9. Control network for SP16T switch.
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!power supplies are commercial items purchased from the Kepco Company of
Flushing, New York. ;he back h:as power supply, in ad¢_on to supplying
the 30 volt negative terminal vc, itage for back biasing the switches, also
supplies the 120 volt input to the forward bias supply. These two units are
contained in a console along with the required wafer switches and panel in-
A control cable is used to interconnect the console to the antennadicators.
system.
3. 5 System }ackag_,ng
The actual outward physical appearance of the developed antenna
array was illustrated, in part, by the photograph of Figure I. A more detailed
indication of the antenna system packaging is illustrated in Figure 3Z. This
figure shows the location of all of the major components of the antenna system.
!
!
It further serves to define the manner in which the various system parts are
interconnected. The major package dimensions are shown in the figure, along
with a description of each of the major components. Not shown in the figure
!
_ilE!
!
are the DC voltage connections and the necessary biasing resistors to control
the switch networks. The I)C bias leads and biasing resistors are located on
printed circuit cards which are positioned directly below the IZ-way switch.
Examination of the package will indicate that the interior volume
of the cylindrical array is essentially open. While at the present time the
mode network-to-elevation bank r-f cables are, for convenience, routed up
through the center of this volume, in an operationa ! installation, they could
!
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be routed along the top of the mode-forming networks and up the sides of
the SP4T switches to leave the central volume almost totally open.
The ve_icai banks, along with the matrices and the SP4T
I
i
switches, are compactly packaged and hence not much could be done to
decrease the _,_vo .....e occupied by these components. However, a consid-
erable saving in space could be realized by compacting the package con-
I
I
sisting of the mode-forming matrix, the beam-forming mat, ix, and the SP!6T
switch, it is estimated that this series of networks could be contained in a
volume having an 18-inch diameter and a total depth of less than 1.5 inches.
I
I
Fu_hermore, it would be possible to provide a larger access hole tnroug,, the
center of these networks to allow more flexibility in the use of the volume
bounded ? " the cylindrical array. The same general comments apply to the
I
I
twelve-port matrix and SPIZT switch. The double-male TNC adaptors be-
tween the twelve-port multiple-beam matrix and the twelve-port switching
network could be deleted, saving the equivalent amount of space.
I
I
/hn alternate possible arrangement for the cylindrical array would
be to wrap the beam-formlng, mode-forming and switch control networks a-
round the interior of the cylinder immediately behind the SP4T switches, thus
I
I
I
making available complete access from the base of the array.
The weight of the antenna system measures 83 pounds, including
all support members and the antenna housing.
I
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3. 6 The imerposltioned Y_u.--B.." am Vertical Array
It was noted in Section 3. ! 3 3 that the interpositioning diodes
of the vertical sections of the cyl_na._cat _rray were not included in the de-
veloped antenna system. However, !t was felt that the technique was of
sufficient merit that it justified experimental verification. Accordingly, an
a_ay consisting of four spiral elements and a four-port multiple-beam matrix,
with interpos.itioning, was fabricated. The spiral elements are identical to
those descriOed for the cylindrical anay. The four-port multiple-beam matrix
is also identical to that described for the cylindrical array. However, in
this instance, the interpositioring diodes are added. The schematic of the
four-port matrix, included earlier as Figure 19, is thus the schematic for the
multiple-beam array with interpositioning. The distinction, of course, is that
the two-step phase starters are included in the four-por_ matrix.
The interpositioning phase shifters are implemented by using diodes
and couplers much in the same manner that they are used in the SPDT switch.
A schematic of the two-step solid-state phase shifter is shown in Figure 33.
The network consists of a 3 db coupler with an input and an output terminal.
The output terminal is the normally isolated terminal of the 3 db coupler. The
two normal outputs of the 3 db coupler are connected, with equal lengths of
line (_i), to two like 11%1270 diodes. The outputs of these diode terminals are,
in t-,_rn,connected to two equal lengths of line (_Z), With the diodes in reverse
bias, the length of line is equal to _i" When the diodes are in forward bias,
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Fig,rare33. Two-step solid-state phase shifter.
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the total length of hne is (ZI ÷ _! )" Since both the forward and reflected
paths must be includea __n estirna_:ng the phase shift, the total path length
difference, from a reverse bias :o a forward bias case, is equal to 2j_2. The
desired phase shifts from element to element are obtained by simply varying
the length _2 from eiement to element. The values of 2_ z are set equal to
.O _ _O
u , +45 °, +90 ° , and ._13_ at a center frequency of 2000 inc. These are the
required values for proper interposltioning of the beam. They correspond to
the values initially defined in Fig_._re 19.
The two-step phase sharer consists of a 3 db coupler and two
iN270 diodes. The values of _1 for all phase sMfters are equal, thus estab-
lishing the in-phase case. The coupler is identical to that described for the
four-port matrix. "_• ,,e diode biasing and drive circuits are identical to those
described in Section 3.2.3.5 and Figure 20. A 50 ma drive is required at a
forward bias of +6.3 VDC. The reverse voltage used is -30 VDC. The meas-
ured characteristics of the four-port matrix with *dae solid-state phase shifters
are listed below.
Frequency
Maximum VSWR I. 25
1.45
Average VSWR 1.17
1.17
Minimum isolation 22.3 db
24.7 db
Average Isolation Z7.3 db
26.5 db
Average Loss 2.2 db
0.6 db
1700 mc Bias 2270 mc
Forward I.40
Reverse I. 39
Forward I.21
Reverse I.24
Forward 2I. 3 db
Reverse 20. I db
Forward 29.8 db
Reverse 2 5.6 db
Forward 2.2 db
Reverse 0.7 db
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Comparison of the loss of tMs four-port network with that described earlier
on page 64, indicates =nat the forward bias loss of the two-step phase
shifter is approximately i. 9 db at 1700 mc and i. 6 db at Z270 mc.
!
!
il, i%
!
!
!
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4.0 SYSTEM PERFORM/LNCE
The entire body of Section 3.0 was devoted to a description of the
system theory of operation and the design detail of the components which
!
!
were required to implement the system. This section will describe the far-
field pattern data obtained with the developed antenna system. Considera-
tion wili be given to a comparison of the measured data with the predicted
!
!
data. The coordinate system which wiil be used throughout this section is
that which was initially described in Figure 2 of the report. The following
discussion will be divided into three general sub-sections: a description of
! the data obtained from the cylindrical array portion of the system; a descrip-
tion of the data obtained with the twelve-element array; and a description of
the data obtained with the interpositioned array.
4. 1 Performance of the Sixteen-element Multiple-beam Circular Array
Figures 34 through 37 contain composite patterns, in the azimuth plane,
for the multiple-beam cylindrical array. Figures 34 and 35 represent the data
!
l)
i
taken at 1700 mc for elevation angles of -6 degrees and +16 degrees, respect-
ively. Figures 36 and 37 represent the data taken at ZZ70 mc for elevations of
- 6 degrees and + 16 degrees, !respectively.
The average beamwidths at 1700 mc are equal to 22.5 and Z3 degrees,
respectively, for both the -6 and +16 degree elevation stations. The range in
beamwidths for both instances varied from as low as 21 degrees to as high as
l 25 degrees. The theoretical beamwldth was predicted as being equal to 20 degrees.
!
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The average crossover levels are -3.4 db and -3.Z db, respectively, for the
-6 and +16 degree elevation stations. The range of crossover levels at -6
degrees extends from -l. 6 db to -4.2 db. At the +16 degree elevation station,
the crossover levels vary i_om -2, 6 ab to -3.6 db. The theoretical value is
!
approximately -3.9 db. The average maximum sidelobe level at the -6 degree
elevation station is -8.6 db. The range of the maximum sidelobe levels ex-
!
!
tends from -6.2 to -i i. Z db. The predicted sidelobe level was an average of
-1 i. 2 db for the computed yenicaiiy and horizontally polarized patterns. The
average maximum sidelobe level at an elevation station of +16 degrees is
!
!
equal to -8. 5 db with a range extending from -7.2 db to -13.6 db. The meas-
ured gain variation is +I 5 db at an elevation station of -6 degrees, and +0.8 db
at an elevation station of +16 degrees.
!
!
The dep;cted pattern data for 2_2.70 mc indicates that the average beam-
width is equal to 23 degrees at both elevation stations. The beamwidth range
varies from 20 to 25 degrees at an elevation station of -6 degrees and from 21 to
! 25 degrees at an elevation station of +16 degrees. The average crossover levels
vary from-3.0 db at -6 degrees to -3.2 db at +I 6 degrees. The range of crossover
level variations e_ends from -I. 8 to -4 db at -6 degrees and from -Z, 7 to -4. Z db
at +16 degrees. The average maximum sidelobe level at the -6 degree elevation
station is -9.8 db with a maximum-to-minimum range extending from -5.7 db to
-13. i db. The corresponding maximum sidelobe levels at the elevation station of
! +16 range from -7.2 db to -13.6 db with an average maximum of-lO. 4 db. The gain
!
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variation from beam to beam is +_1 db for both elevation stations. The pre-
dicted beamwidth at 2270 mc is 20 degrees and the predicted sidelobe level
is -9.1 db. The theoretical crossover value is -3.9 db.
Data were also taken at the noted elevation stations for horizontal
and vertical polarizatlons. However, the circularly polarized data is repre-
sentative of the average values obtained for these two individual polarizations.
Hence, these linearly polarized data are not included in the report, some data
were also obtained at elevation stations of -28 degrees and +40 degrees. These
data were very similar to those shown for an elevation station of +16 degrees
and hence are not included in the report.
The measured data indicate that the beamwidths for the circular array
are indeed constant. However, the average beamwidths in both cases, while
they are near constant at 23 degrees, do not agree with the _heoreticai value
of 20 degrees. This disparity in beamwidths is largely attributed to the normal-
izing of the upper and lower frequency range performance. Initially the theoret-
ical phrase compensating cable lengths were used in the system. However, it
was found that the best data were obtained by adjusting these cables for equal
performance at the high and low end of the frequenQy ranges. This adjustmer_
generally tended to broaden the beamwidth in an amount equal to the deviation
between theory and practice. The crossover levels were a measured average of
approximately -3.1 db instead of the predicted value of -3.9 db. However, this
difference in crossover levels is reasonable in view of the increased beamwldth
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which was measured. The average sidelobe level obtained at ZZT0 mc closely
corresponds with the sidelobe level predicted. The predicted average sidelobe
level is -9. 1 db and me measured average sidelobe level is 10. I db. The
variation in beamwidths crossover levels and beam gains at a given frequency
and elevation station, are largely attributable to errors within the matrix and
to normal design model variations in the ir'_ividual component parts.
_/Wnile the array was specifically designed for two frequencies, in
actual fact its performance is relatively constant over the range from i700 to
2270 inc. Spot checks at intermediate frequencies and for various beam posi-
tions indicated that the array would function in approximately the same manner
over the full bandwidth.
The axial ratio of the cylindrical array was spot checked at a number
of beam positions at both the low and hlgh frequencies. The average axial
ratio measured at 1700 rnc was Z db and the average axial ratio measured at
2-270 mc was I. 4 db.
Elevation patterns were also measured w_Zh the cylindrical array. How-
ever, it was difficult to take complete elevation plane pattern cuts because of
the limited range of the azlmut_h- elevation pedestal being used. A typical
measured Z270 mc pattern, for the "0" degree reference beam position, (see
Figures 36 and 37) is shown in Figure 38. These pattern data are similar to
those obtained for the single elevation bank wlth the exception that the side-
lobe level for the +40 degree station is somewhat better.
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The average measured gain of all of the beams at an elevation station
of -6 degrees and at a frequency of ZZTO mc is equal to +lZ. 8 db absolute. The
individual beam gains vary by approximately __l db about this average value. The
computed gain derived from the simple relationship
G _ I0 Log (32, 500/(BWI) (BW2)), (17)
where: BW 1 = elevation BW = 18 °,
BW z = azlmuzh BW = 23 °,
is equal to approximately 18.9 db. Thus the difference between the estimated
theoretical gain and the measured gain is approximately 6.1 db, This is a quite
reasonable differential as the following table will irritate..
M_= .... _ 'Gain !Z,8 db+ 1 db
Losses (ZZ70 mc)
4-port matrix-.
SP4T switch:
16-port mode network:
16-porf beam network:
Cable:
Spiral element (estimated):
Total losses:
0.6 db
1.5 db
1.0 db
1.0 db
0.8 db
0.5 db
5.4db
• t,
Gain + Losses: 18.2 db
The estimated loss of the spiral antenna, although it could not be measured, is
believed to be reasonable. The unaccounted difference between the measured
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and estimated figures is 0.7 db. This differential is believed to be attri-
buzabie to energy lost in sldelobes. Thus, the gain measured with the sys-
tem is reasonably consistent with the computed values. The measured gain
at 1700 mc is equal to 14. Z db while the computed gain is estimated at 18. 1
db. The 3.9 db difference is traceable to network losses. The remaining
difference of 1 db is attributable to energy lost in the sidelobe regions. The
above measured gain data do not include the losses in the SP16T network.
4.2 Measured Performance of the Twelve-Element Planar Array
Pattern data for the twelve-element planar array are contained in
Figures 39 through 46. The data are for frequencies of 1700 and 2270 inc.
The polarization is E_ and the beam notation is as described earlier in Section
3.3. The coordinate system utilized is that described in Figure 2 of this report.
The patterns are presented in a somewhat unusual manner because of the beam
distribution in space. All patterns are 0 plane cuts. However, the _ plane
has been selected to pass through the beam maximum for each beam. The _ plane
selected is defined at the top of each of the patterns contained in the figures.
The most salient characteristics of the far-field patterns are summarized below
in tabular _.
.Beam No. ' BW (degrees)
1700 mc/Z270 mc
1 st Side Lobe (rib)
1700 mc/ZZT0 mc
Gratinq Lobe (db)
1700 mc/2270 mc
1 E6/Zl -13.8/-12.0 -14.6/-14.2
2 36/23 -lZ. 6/-15.4 -14.2/-13.8
3 35/22 -14.6/-18.4 -10.0/-11.4
4 29/21 -10.8/- 9.6 -10.0/- 4.6
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Beam No. BW (decjrees)
1700 mc/ZZT0 mc
Ist Side Lobe (db)
1700 mc/ZZ70 mc
Gratinq Lobe (db)
1700 mc/ZZ70 mc
5 27/Z0 -13.0/-I 8.0 /-II. 5
6 35/z3 -i0.z/- 8.4 /-16.z
7 35/23 -13.8/-14.6 -I0. I/- 9.9
8 30/z] -11.0/-13. z -10.5/- 6. z
9 27/20 -14.6/-13.4 -15.8/-I I.2
10 34/24 -11.0/-12.3 -15.5/-16.8
Ii 35/23 -13.8/-17.0 -II. 5/-17. Z
iz 31/zi -II.I/-I0.4 - 9.z/- 4.6
Examination of the above data will indicate that the beamwidths generally in-
crease as the position relative to the boresight axis increases, while the side-
lobe levels generally become higher as the angle from boresight increases. The
measured sidelobe levels range from -18 db to -lZ db. These levels may be com-
pared to a theoretical value of approximately -15.6 db. The grating lobes are a
by-product of the element spacing and are generally worse at the highest frequency
as would be expected. The pa_ern data were also taken for E0 polarizations. How-
ever, the similarity of the data coupled with the large number of patterns required
to describe this data in the report, did not warrant their inclusion.
The measured gain at 1700 mc was 14. 6 db. The measured gain at ZZ70
mc was 17 db, These figures may" be compared to approximate computed values of
16.5 and 19.1 db. The differences are attributable to losses in the twelve-port
network and the spiral antennas. The above gain figures do not include the loss
in the lZ-way switching network which was added after these data were taken.
The losses in the twelve-port switching network were defined in Section 3.3.
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4.3 Multiple-Beam. System _A"-rh Interpositioning
Pattern data for the inte_posi:=oned four-element a_ay are shown in
Figures 47 and 48. These data are for E_ polarizations (horizontal polariza-
tion) and contain the patterns for both the interpositloned and non-interposi-
tioned states. The pattern data are in good accord with theory. By way of
example, the reader may refer to the predicted patterns of Figure 49 which
are for a frequency of 22-70 inc. The pattern data for E 8 (vertical polariza-
tions) are essentially zhe same as those shown for EZ polarizations. Exam-
inazlon of the experimental patterns will indicate that the interpositioned
beams raise the level at crossover by an amount ranging from i. 5 to greater
than Z db. However, since the addition of the two-step phase shifter de-
creased ...e .,on ,n,erpos,,ioned gain by approximately 0.3 db, the net gain
increase ranges from I. 2 to i. 7 db. The question of whether or not t_his im.-
provement in the gain at the crossover position warrants the inclusion of two-
step phase shlfters must then depend on whether the added gain warrants the
increased complexity, it is worth noting that the gain loss in the reverse bias
case, caused by the diodes in the two-step phase shifters, could be improved
by almost 1 db if more time is spent in developing the component.
The depicted data indicates that the interpositioning technique is feas-
ible and that the technique could be included as part of the cylindrical array
concept (or indeed as part of any multiple-beam array concept).
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The preceding report has C:sc_ssed the implementation of two rather
unique concepts and their integration _nto a package format which could be
considered reasonably typical for an orbiting satellite. The antenna data
obtained are in generally good accord with computed data. The interpositioning
technique has been shown =o improve +_hegain az the crossover regions by ap-
proximately I. Z to i. 7 db. The high-power, solid-state SPDT switch de-
veloped and implemented in t_heSPI?.T and SPI6T switches has demonstrated
its capability of handling in excess of Z0 watts of average power.
It appears that the pattern performance of the planar array technique,
the cylindrical technique, and the inte,_positioning technique can be reasonably
well predicted by theory. It has further been demonstrated that these antenna
techniques are at least usable over the investigated bandwidth. F,'_u_thermore,
switching techriques have been developed which can handle in excess of Z0
wa_s of ave,age power; a power level reasonably consistent with most satel-
lite applications. The cylindrical array concept is particularly intriguing
since it allows the interior volume of the satellite to be used for other purposes.
Many satenite antenna systems might req_e lower sidelobes than
those achievable from the uniformly illuminated array. Such a low sidelobe
multiple-beam cylindrical or multiple-beam planar array system has not been
developed at this time. However, it is believed that, since the uniformly
! excited techniques generally result in data which are consistent with theory,
-IZ7-
corresponding improvements would be achieved wi_d% non-uniform tapered
distributions. It _s recommended Cna= zne cylindrical array technique be
given every consideration, pa-_-icclarly where the satellite attitude is random
or where spin stabilization is utilized, in the instance of spin stabilized
satellites, the need for high gain omnidirectional coverage is not necessary.
However, even in this instance the cylindrical array would be most useful
since it would allow automatic de-spinning of the far-fle!d beam.
The effort supported by this repo!qed program indicates that high gain,
rJ
ommidirectional =eceiv!ng and transmitting antenna systems are prac*_cai in
a satellite-type co._iguration. It is felt that sufficiently good results have
been obtained to allow t/%e development of an operational system wit_hin a
1Z to Z4 month span; with the t/me dependent on system complexity.
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